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Germany

O
ne of the original signatories to the g p u/u pu, Germany had already had a long history of ar,
under the nameRückschein. Prussia adopted this service in 1806, otherGerman states somewhat
later. There were bilateral and multilateral treaties in place covering international ar service

well before the g p u/u pu was formed.

Here, we will deal only with the situation after 1875, and only with the international service. (Pre-
1875 material is planned to be dealt with in the future.) However, many of the ar forms from the
pre-u pu period continued to be used into the 1880s.

Even with these restrictions, ar in Germany is quite complicated. For example, in the pre-Vienna
period, whether the stamp paying the ar fee goes on the form or the (registered) item, seems to vary
in time, alternating every few years. There is however, a great deal of material available (certainly in
comparison to that of almost all other jurisdictions).

International ar rates and practices differed from those of domestic ar; but we often see domestic
ar forms used internationally. Further complicating the situation is that at least three entities printed
ar forms: the German Empire, and the states of Württemberg and Bavaria.

In the pre-Vienna period, for the German Empire, based on the forms and covers shown here and
in [M], stamps were applied (for internation service) to the ar forms of 1877–79*, not in 1882, but
again applied in 1883, not in early 1884, but applied later in the year, and not applied in 1886, and from
around 1890 to May 1891, applied; finally, there is an example of June 1891, wherein the stamps were
not applied to the form. [It may be that there were different practices in the three entities, whichmight
simplify this.] Obviously, more examples are needed. Stamps were not applied to any of post-Vienna
forms for all three entities. This continued into the ar card era.

The early ones (domestic forms used internationally) were all returned as folded letter sheets,
as were all but one of the pre-Vienna international forms, except one returned under cover from
Württemberg in 1891, although there is a Württemberg example earlier in the year, which was re-
turned as a folded letter sheet.

During the Vienna and post-Vienna periods, aside from the domestic form used internationally
(1897), all the forms were returned under cover.

Very, very few ar handstamps seemed to have been used by Germany. The three below were appar-
ently used on board Seapost ships [m], the first one on outgoing covers, the other two on incoming.
The purple shade of the middle one is an artefact of scanning.

The left one is known 1896–1913 (early one shown in op.cit.; late one appears here), and is also seen in
blue (or purple, they are difficult to distinguish). For the middle one, I know of uses over 1893–1897.
I haven't seen any other ar handstamps of Germany!

The German exhibit is followed by micro-exhibits on Danzig, Upper Silesia plebiscite, and Luxem-
bourg; I would have included Liechtenstein, if had had any material.

* Except of course, there are forms in 1877 and 1879 illustrated in [m] with no stamps!
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German AR: exhibit synopsis

G
ermany had had a robust ar service from the eighteenth century on, so it is no wonder that post-g p u
ar is relatively common (at least compared to that of other entities). It was a founding member of the
g p u/upu, and we are dealing only with international service from 1875.

We begin with the forms and covering envelopes, each divided into pre-, Vienna, and post-Vienna periods.
Thenar cards. Thenar covers, again divided into the three periods. Finally, we have aweird réclamation/duplicate
example from 1900.

ar forms An array of ar forms is presented covering 1877–1920. Many are unilingual German, hence were
intended for domestic use, but used internationally. There is the question as to whether the ar fee is paid on
the cover or the form in the pre-Vienna period. When we look at the forms (and the contemporary covers), we
find that it seemed to alternate, and can come to no simple conclusion.

There are a large number of different printings of the international forms, and we can estimate (roughly)
when they were returned under cover (as opposed to being returned as folded letter sheets).

This section concludes with a 1920 form returned from Southwest Africa five years after it had ceased to be
a German colony.

ar covering envelopes I could not find any 19th century covering envelopes, except one that was attached to an 1877
form. However, in the post-Vienna period, there are numerous covering envelopes, mostly provisional (either
using an official envelope not intended for this purpose, or an unofficial envelope, or even a sheet of paper
folded into an envelope). This plethora allows us to estimate (roughly) when ar forms ceased to be returned as
registered matter. These conclude with a 1923 use to the u s, after the u s had mostly switched to ar cards.

ar cards Germany appears to have introduced ar cards (replacing forms) in late 1921 or early 1922, just like almost
all other jurisdictions. We show a number of different cards, including one for a parcel with its parcel card, and
one used for vd.

ar covers Pre-Vienna ar covers are fairly scarce, even for Germany. Among others, there is an 1883 example sent
to a prisoner at a u s military prison who had escaped.

In the Vienna period and later, there were a few special Rückschein handstamps applied to incoming ar
covers, probably by seapost; we show a number, and also, in the post-Vienna period, a few examples of the
trilingual ar handstamp used on outgoing ar covers. These were the only German ar handstamps I could find.

There are a couple of interesting ar covers in the Vienna period, and these are followed by a wide array of
covers post-Vienna, going to 1954. Among these is a 1905 wreck (very few international wreck ar covers are
known), and several during the inflationary period.

Réclamation/duplicate A very complicated pair of ar forms (for the same registered letter) is explained, over three
pages.



German international AR service
Pre-Treaty of Vienna AR forms

Domestic form used abroad
The extremely dark blue of the form has been lightened for legibility.

Returned fromNewHaven (CT) to Cannstatt (Stuttgart),
1877. On thin paper. Unilingual German, hence
intended for domestic use.

• ar fee paid on form using 20Pf stamp

• to be returned in covering envelope.

Glued to reverse is the registered covering en-
velope sending it from Hamburg (Rückschein Nr
11188aufNewHaven nachCannstatt); this is a turned
French covering envelope that had arrived inHam-
burg in August.



Domestic form used abroad

Returned from Philadelphia to Cannstatt (Stuttgart), 1878. Unilingual German, hence intended for domestic use. Faint
Philadelphia datestamp at lower left.

• ar fee paid on form using 20Pf stamp

• returned in covering envelope



Domestic form (?) used abroad
As this is addressed to Switzerland, a German-language form might still be appropriate.

Gottmadingen to Eschenz (Switzerland), 1879. On thin
paper. Unilingual German. Different from the
preceding forms.

• ar fee paid on form using 20Pf stamp

• to be returned as folded letter sheet



International form

Returned to Cannstatt from Minneapolis
(MN), 1882. Bilingual French/German.
Via Bremen

• ar fee not paid on form (presum-
ably on cover)

• returned with registered letter

Mailed inMay, it arrived inNewYork
in June, then was mailed fromMin-
neapolis thedlo inAugust—because
the letter was returned unclaimed.

Endorsed (Minneapolis postmaster),
Herein described letter being unclaimed
was sent to the Dead Letter Office Wash-
ington DC this 19th Aug 1882



Württemberg form

Returned to Creglingen from New York, 1884. Bilingual French/German. New York D dater. Properly signed.

• ar fee not paid on form

• to be returned as folded letter sheet



Domestic form used to UK

Neustadt (Black Forest) to Sheffield, 1889. Unilingual Ger-
man form, intended for domestic use. ar fee paid by
20Pfennig stamp. Probably returned in a covering en-
velope, although it was designed to be returned as a
folded letter sheet.



Württemberg form

Returned to Geislingen from Philadelphia, 1891. Bilingual French/German. Oval Philadelphia dater used for official docu-
ments. Properly signed. Form differs slightly from that of 1884.

• ar fee not paid on form

• to be returned as folded letter sheet



Württemberg form

Returned to Mainingen from Cowlitz (WA), 1891. Form differs considerably from preceding two.

• ar fee not paid on form

• to be returned under cover (differs from preceding)



International form

Returned to Salem from New York, 1891. Properly signed.

• ar fee paid on form

• to be returned under cover



Treaty of Vienna period AR forms
Now the forms are (supposed to be) prepared at destination office (not all are), and consequently the ar fee should be
paid on the registered letter, not the form.

Bavarian ar form

For a registered letter from Cairo; signed in Munich, 1894. Thin paper.

• during the Vienna period, ar fee applied to registered letter

• returned under cover



Domestic form used abroad
Normally, in the Vienna period, the ar form was prepared at the destination office; in this case, the form was prepared
at the office of origin, presumably because that was the process in Germany for domestic Rückschein.

Returned to Gschwend (Württemburg) from St Louis, 1894. Unilingual German. Properly signed.

• during the Vienna period, ar fee applied to registered letter

• was probably returned under cover

• printing date February 1894



Domestic form used abroad

Bäumenheim to Senftenberg (Zamberk, Bohemia), 1897. Unilingual German. Properly signed. For a registered letter from
Bohemia (Austria) to Germany.

• returned as registered folded letter sheet



Post-Vienna AR forms
Once again, ar forms were prepared at the office of origin. They could be franked, but none of the German ones were,
indicating that the ar fee was to be paid on the registered cover (this is confirmed by numerous ar covers).

Württemberg form

Returned to Spaichingen from Paris, 1901. Properly signed. For a registered letter from Bohemia (Austria) to Germany.

• returned under cover

• printing date June 1899



Württemberg form

Returned to Löwenstein from Lucerne (Switzerland), 1908. Properly signed.

• returned under cover

• printing date September 1907



Württemberg form

Returned to Ellwangen from Lucerne, 1913. Properly signed.

• returned under cover

• printing date April 1909



Bavarian form

Schwabach to Paris, 1913. Properly signed.

• returned under cover

• printing date 1910



To Southwest Africa
Sudwest Afrika had been a German colony until 1915, when it was captured by South Africa.

Returned to Leipzig from Luderitzbucht (Southwest Africa), 1920. Properly signed.

• returned under cover



AR covering envelopes
Many exist (mostly provisional)! However, I haven't found any in theVienna period; there is a turned covering envelope
attached to the 1877 ar form, originally a French ar covering envelope.

Post-Vienna

Frankfurt to Kogarha (New South Wales), 1907. Official form.

• returned as registered matter



Provsional AR covering envelopes

Efringen to Buffalo, 1912. No backstamps; ms Avis de réception. Ms P.S. means Postsache (French: service de poste).

Frederichshafen to Buffalo, 1912.
No backstamps; ms Avis de
réception en retour (the usual
inscription). Ms service de
poste (on postal service).

• Both returnednon-registered.
This dates the changeover
from return by registered
mail to return by non-registered
to somewhere in the pe-
riod 1907–12.



Turned provisional AR covering envelope(s)

Hannover–Misburg
to Buffalo, 1912.

Showing outside
(top) and inside.

Au s ar coverwas
addressed to the
small town,Mis-
burg. The post-
master there, not
having any offi-
cial ar covering
envelopes, used
an official enve-
lope that had been
received the pre-
vious day, turned
it inside out, and
sent the signed
ar form to Buf-
falo.

MsAvis de réception.



Semi-provisional AR covering envelope
Intended for domestic Rückschein.

Altona to Buffalo, 1912. Ms Avis de réception and Service de poste

• returned as non-registered matter



(Really) provisional AR covering envelopes

Steele (Ruhr) to Springfield (MA), 1921. No backstamps; ms Avis de réception and what appears to be Postsache.

BadBramstedt (Holstein)
to Springfield (MA), 1912.
No backstamps; ms
Avis de réception and
Postsache. On letter
bill folded into an
envelope.



More provsional AR covering envelopes

Wald (Rheinland) to Springfield (MA), 1922. No backstamps; ms Avis de réception. Originally intended as a notice that a
registered letter had been returned.

Wallwitz (Saxony) to Spring-
field, 1922. No backstamps;
ms Avis de réception.



Somewhat late use, (provisional) covering envelope
The u s switched to ar cards from forms at some time in 1922; however, many offices still had forms, and continued to
use them. All u s ar forms required a covering envelope.

Guxhagen (Hesse) to Louisville (KY), 1923. Ms Avis de réception and Postsache. With postal seal of Guxhagen. On an envelope
intended for use by the armed forces.

From ca 1922, ar forms and cards were returned the sender of the original registered item, not to the office of origin.
Here, a name and street address are given.



AR cards

Returned from Chicago to Stuttgart, 24 March 1923 (fairly early).

Returned from Charkow (now Kharkiv, Ukraine) to Berlin, 1927.
Preprinted for American Express, for a parcel with valeur
déclarée of 84 rm; could be used for either ar, or avis de
paiement. With 6 kopek fiscal stamp on reverse.



AR and packet card for parcel post
In Germany, ar was available for (uninsured, unregistered) parcel post mail.

Returned from Helsinki to Lauban, 1926. For the parcel indicated by the parcel card (Paketkarte) below.

Parcel card sent with the ar card above, 1926. Both refer to
number 837 (not a registration number). HandstampGebühr
bezahlt (postage paid, presumably with cash, or by stamps
on the parcel).



AR cards
Two different cards, each of which could have been used for ap.

Returned from Basel to Aalen (Württemberg), 1927.

Returned fromBellinswolde (Netherlands) to Papenburg (Lower Sax-
ony), 1928.



AR card
Used for valeur déclarée

Returned from Satu Mare (Romania) to Berlin, 1928. Although the card is inscribed Ungar (Hungary), Satu Mare had been
in Romanian hands since 1919. (It was given back to Hungary in 1940; it was captured by the Red Army in 1944, and
returned to Romania in 1945.)

vd of 25Renten Marks, equivalent to us $10. Card preprinted for American Express.



AR covers

Pre-Vienna period

Freiburg to Paris, 1880. Ms Eingeschrieben gegen Rückschein, a formula that goes back to the early 19th century. Rated
20Pfennig for each of upu letter and registration rates; ar fee paid on the form.

Strehlen (Silesia) to Udine (Italy), 1884. Ms recommandirt Retour Recepisse, a formula (more commonly used in Austria) that
goes back to the very early 19th century, possibly the late 18th. Rated as above.



Escaped!
From German court to a u s military prisoner who had escaped. Earliest reported ar cover to the u s.

Bruchsal to Fort Leavenworth (KS), 1883. Twice endorsed (same hand, different colours) Escaped. Addressed to a post office
box in Fort Leavenworth; the latter is the location of a military prison (1875–95).

At top, Einschreiben gegen Rückschein!; below that, in German and bad English, a request for what amounts to restricted
delivery. This became moot, as the addressee had escaped, and the letter returned to sender.

Rated 20Pfennig for each of registration and first weight upu rates; the ar fee would have been paid in stamps on
the accompanying ar form.

Mailed 11 August 1883; arrived in New York 18August, departed Fort Leavenworth 18 September, arriving at the dlo
24 September, and returned to point of origin, Bruchsal, 18 October.



Pre-Vienna period
Changing to payment of the ar fee on the cover, then back.

Nurnberg to Campobasso (Italy), 1886. Ms Einschreiben & gegen Rückschein. Rated 20Pf for each of upu letter, registration
and ar fees; now the ar fee is paid on the cover.

Dresden to Montevideo (Uruguay), 1890. Ms Avis de réception, the relatively modern formula. Rated 20Pf for each of upu
letter rate and registration, with ar fee paid on the form.



Pre-Vienna

Stadthagen (Lower Saxony) to London, 1890. Ms Mit Rückschein (at top). Rated 20Pf for each of upu letter and registration
rates; ar fee is paid on the form. Typical British blue cross applied to registered letters.



Incoming Rückschein handstamps
It is believed [m, 105–108] that these straightline handstamps (in use ca 1893–1904) were applied on incoming mail to
Bremen and Hamburg from New York by the sea post clerks (on board ship). There are several variations known. At
least one of the handstamps was made of rubber, as indicated by the wavy distortions. This might also make it seem
that there are more types than there really are.

Chile to Weimar, 1893. With provisional ar and registration etiquettes. The handstamp is in red, seriffed, and not
showing much wear.

Mexico to Leipzig, postcard, 1893. Courtesy of Mike Ludeman



Different Rückschein handstamp

Silao (Guanajuato, Mexico) to Dresden, May 1895. Heavy strike. Rated 10 centavos for each of registration and upu letter
rate via unsubsidized steamer, and 5 cvo ar fee.

Mexico to Cologne, lettercard, October 1895. Showing distortion. Courtesy of Mike Ludeman



More incoming Rückschein handstamps

Chile to Berlin, 1896. With normal ar and registration etiquettes. The handstamp appears to be the same as that of the
1893 example, showing a little wear.

Paraguay to Bremen, 1897. Showing considerable waviness.



. . . and a couple more

Brazil to Elsterberg, 1897. Undulating.

London (ONT)–Leipzig, 1897. Rated 5¢ for each of registration, ar, & upu letter rates. With u s-style ar formula Return
receipt demanded, and sinusoidal Rückschein handstamp.

Hooded London registered datestamp. Trimmed at left.



And another one

Mexico to Hamburg, 1897. Heavy nonserif.



And two philatelic ones
Normally, I wouldn't include these—but they show the nonserif straightline.

Boston to Baden, May 1897. Nonserif. Rated 8¢ registration and 5¢upu letter rate; ar was a free option from the u s.
The New England Stamp Company moved to Florida much later.

Frisco to Nürnberg, October 1898. Nonserif, showing some wear.
Rated as above. Sellschopp eventually moved (back) to Germany.

At right, an 1896 Sellschopp pricelist, a little booklet of 50 pages
(at 42%magnification), including a tiny section on StampHospital.



Vienna period covers
Now the ar fee must be paid on the cover.

Buchen (Württemberg) to Brooklyn, 1893. Ms Einschreiben gegen Rückschein (sender); Avis de réception (probably written by
clerk). Rated 20Pf for each of upu letter, registration, and ar fees.

Güglingen (Württemberg) to Bay Beach (NY), 1896. Ms Ein-
schreiben gegen Rückschein (sender); A R. Rated as above.
Received in damaged condition and repaired, unclaimed,
and consequently returned to sender.



Vienna period cover

Gaildorf (Württemberg) to NewMilford (CT), 1895. Ms Avis de réception / Einschreiben gegen Rückschein (sender); trilingual pink
handstamp Rückschein/Avis de réception/Return Receipt (used on German-American Seapost ships; known to 1913).
Rated 20Pf for each of upu letter, registration, and ar fees.



Post-Vienna covers
Germany continues to require the ar fee be paid on the cover. Now with three-line trilingual ar handstamp, believed
to have been applied at Hamburg or Bremen on letters carried by Seapost [m, 105–108].

Heide (Holstein) to Cleveland, 1902. With Einschreiben gegen Rückschein/Avis de réception (sender) and blue Rückschein/Avis de
réception/Return Receipt. Rated 20Pf for each of upu letter, registrationm and ar fees.

Neckarbischofheim (Baden) to Buffalo, 1902. Ms Einschreiben gegen Rückschein (sender) and red handstamp. Rated as above.
Damaged considerably by the ar form that was attached to the front by glue. By German-American Seapost.



Wreck (or at least wrecked)
Unknown ship

Munich–California, damaged by sea water, & returned to sender, 1905. Ms Postrückschein and trilingual ar handstamp. Rated
20Pfennig for each of registration, ar and upu letter rates. Mailed 28 October, returned 24 January 1906.

DAMAGED BY SEA WATER handstamp, OPEN When Received at DEAD LETTER OFFICE, and various odds and ends,
such as the officially sealed stamps. These are over the NOTICE SENT handstamp, so it is likely that the cover was damaged
by water on the return trip.



Post-Vienna covers

Dresden to Mexico, double, 1913. With Rückschein and purple trilingual ar handstamp. Rated 20Pf for each of upu letter,
registration, and ar fees, and 10Pf for second weight.

Bogen to Hauptvil (Switzerland), inflation period, 5 August 1923. Ms Einschreiben gegen Rückschein. For the rate period 1–
23 August 1923, double upu letter rate at 3000Mark for the first 15 grams, and 1500 for the second (notation 22 gr at
lower left), and 1000M for each of ar and registration.



Inflation period covers

Dresden to Rutherford (NJ), triple, 12 January 1923. With Gegen Rückschein and blue crayon A.R. For the rate period 15 De-
cember 1922–14 January 1915, 80M for first weight upu letter, and 40M for each additional, plus 20M for each of
registration and ar. On an envelope intended to be used for cash.

Altrahlstedt (Hamburg) to Altadena (CA), double, 12May 1923 (datestamperroneously has the year as 22). MsRückschein—retour
receipt requestet (close to the u s term!). For the rate period 1March–30 June 1923, double upu letter rate at 300Mark for
the first 15 grams, 150M for the second, plus 80M for each of ar and registration. This underpays the rate by a trivial
10M.



Inflation period covers

Berlin to Toronto, triple, 27 June 1923. With typescript Rückschein.
Rated 780M, made up from 300Mfirst weight and 150M each
additional, and registration and ar fees of 80M each, overpaid
by 20M (likely the number of 20M stamps was miscounted).

Stettin-Neutorney (now Turzin in Szczecin, Poland) to Tlalnepantla (one of several places, all in Mexico), 27 September 1923. Ms
Avis de réception. For the period 20–31 September 1923, upu single letter rate at 750000M, and 250000M for each of ar
and registration; however, the ar fee was not paid, since the postage applied is only one million marks.



Post-inflation
After the inflationary period, German rates remained constant for a long time, at 25Pf upu single letter rate (1925–48),
and 30Pf for each of registration and ar fees (1924–48).

Berlin to New York, double, 1929. Ms Rückschein. Rated double upu letter rate at 25Pf per weight, and 30Pf for each of
registration and ar; overpaid by 5 Pf.

Westrhauderfehn (Lower Saxony) to Charleston (VA), 1932. With Gegen Rückschein! and u s rubber handstamp, NOTICE TO
POSTMASTER This is to be delivered to and signed by the party addressed RETURN RECEIPT REQUIRED. (This could have been applied
if the ar card were missing; a replacement would have to have been prepared in the u s.) Rates as described above.



AR cover

Dresden to San Francisco, 1934. Ms Avis de Réception. Rated as above. Opened by customs (the Nazi period had begun).

Gelsenkirchen (Westphalia) to New York, January 1940. Ms Rückschein. Rated as its predecessors.
Unexpectedly uncensored (Germany was at war). Paper clip rust mark may have indicated
how the card was attached—or it might have been attached to a document after receipt.



AR covers

Berlin to Arivesi (Finland), 1948. Ms Rückschein (upper left). Rated 60Pf for each of registration and ar, and 50Pf upu
letter rate.

Munich to Los Angeles, 1951. Typescript Einschreiben mit Rückschein. Rated 40Pf for each of registration and ar, and
30Pf upu rate.



AR covers

Berlin to London, returned to sender, 1954. Ms mit Rückschein. Rated 40Pf for each of registration and ar, and 30Pf upu
letter rate.



Réclamation

A story comes with it
Over the next three pages, we show a two ar forms, the second, essentially a duplicate (regarded as an inquiry) for a
registered item—but it's a bit more complicated than that.

German ar form for a registered letter from Hall (Württemberg) to Buffalo, 15 January 1900. Properly signed by recipient and
Buffalo postmaster, 2 February 1900. Refers to registered item number 644. Seemingly, everything is in order . . .



Long story, page two

Second ar form for the same registered item #644. This gives the date that the registered letter together with the first ar
form were mailed, 15 January, and also gives the same date of delivery, 2 February; signed by the same two people.

But the date of the pm's signature is AUG 7 1900, and the inscription at the top is Reclamation de l'avis de réception,
underlined in purple crayon. For more information, see the reverse, next page.



Megillah, page three

Reverse of second ar form. On top
is an informationnote prepared
by theGermanpost office in Bre-
men, indicating that the regis-
tered letter (#644) was sent by
Seapost on the ship ?? (whose
name I cannot read) toNewYork,
on 16 January 1900.

This is what one expects for
an inquiry (réclamation). The
notewas prepared 5May, so that
presumably that was when the
second ar form was mailed. It
arrived in the office of the chief
PO inspector in d c on 17 May.

The bottom has a stamped en-
dorsement by theActing Fourth
Assistant Postmaster General,
The letter was delivered to addressee
Feby 2 1900, dated 25 August.

We infer that the formwas sent
to Buffalo for more signatures,
then returned to dc for addi-
tional processing, whence itwas
returned to the original sender.

The question arises, how did
this come about? Apparently,
the first ar form had not been
received in Germany by 5 May,
so an inquiry was made.

In order for both forms to come
down to us (together), the first
onemust have been received (even-
tually). But it is something of a
stretch that the first form, likely
mailed in early February toGer-
many, took three months to get
there.



Danzig

D
anzig (now Gdansk, in Poland) was a city-state, 1920–39; it consisted of the Baltic port itself, and a small
area surrounding it. The Treaty of Versailles created Danzig, and it was under League of Nations protec-
tion. It was forced into a customs union with Poland. By 1936, its almost entirely German population

voted in a Nazi majority in the Senate. When Hitler invaded Poland, Danzig was annexed toWest Prussia. After
the war, it was awarded to Poland, under the name Gdansk.

There does not appear to much armaterial. From the one ar card and one cover, the ar fee was paid on covers,
not on the cards.

Danzig i



Danzig international AR service
AR card

For a vd item (not registered)

Danzig to Reczitza (Poland), 1928. Ms Avis de réception.



AR covers

Danzig to Pelotas (Brazil), double, 1923. Ms Gegen Rückschein. For the period July 1923–June 1924, the rates were 150Marks
for each of registration and ar, and 600M upu letter rate for the first weight, with 150M for each additional.

Danzig to Poland with vd, 1924. Printed GEGEN RÜCKSCHEIN and equivalent in Polish. The one million mark stamp
is overprinted 1 Gulden. I have no idea what the rates are.



Upper Silesia plebiscite

T
his refers to a plebiscite carried out in Upper Silesia on 20 March 1921, to decide which regions join
Poland or Germany. Mandated by the League of Nations, a committee was set up to prepare for and
enforce the results. The area was occupied by British, French, and Italian forces since the conclusion of

the first world war. About one-third of Upper Silesia (including the region where the covers were mailed from)
joined Poland. The results were enforced and implemented in late 1921.

I have just two ar covers. Stamps were in French, issued by the Commission de Gouvernement.
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AR in Upper Silesia during the plebiscite period
AR covers

Scharley (Piekary, now in Poland) to Zwickau (Saxony), 5 March 1921. Ms gegen Rückschein. Official matter, sent special
delivery as well. Postage of 2,40Mark. A guess as to the rates: 80Pf for each of ar and registration, 40Pf to Germany,
and 40Pf special delivery.



Three days before the plebiscite

Scharley to Dresden, 10March 1921. MsGegen Rückschein. Officialmatter, sent special delivery as well. Postage of 2,40Mark
as before.



Luxembourg

T
he Grand Duchy of Luxembourg (or Luxemburg) is a tiny (2600 km2) country in western Europe. It has
been independent since 1839 (except during the second world war, when it was occupied by the Nazis).

Despite the country's small size and population, it is possible to find some international ar material from it.
There is an 1876 (extremely early in the g p u/upu-period) small unilingual German-language ar form used to
uk, with the ar fee paid by a stamp, whereas the next item is a bilingual foolscap size 1883 ar form, indicating
that the ar fee is paid on the corresponding registered letter.

Luxembourg i



Luxembourg AR
AR forms, pre-Vienna

Incoming AR form mistreated on arrival
On delivery of the registered letter, the ar formwas supposed to be signed by the recipient and returned to the sender.
Owing to unfamiliarity with the service and the absence of English on most early ar forms, some were neither signed
nor returned. In all likelihood, they remained attached to the letter, ignored by postal clerks.

Extremely early (1876) ar form from Luxemburg to uk (ar service mandated for uk from July 1875). Likely intended
for use in German-speaking countries only (unilingual German).

ar form, Luxemburg to London, January 1876. Earliest ar item to or from British Isles. Regrettably sent to stamp dealer, hence
quasiphilatelic.

• ar fee paid on form, by rouletted 25 centimes stamp

• Intended to be returned under cover; on delivery, form ignored.

London registered handstamp
on reverse.



AR form, pre-Vienna

Wiltz to Paris, 1883. Showing inside (the outside has the address; the form is intended to be folded). A bit of the bottom
of the image (not the form) has been cut off. The clerk has helpfully written affranchissement sur lettre (franking on the
letter), indicating that the ar fee was applied to the registered letter. No indication of country of origin, but Wiltz is
a small town in Luxembourg. Properly signed and datestamped. Form printed in 1880.

• To be returned as a folded letter sheet
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